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1. EXAMINATION OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIHkTES FOR 1951 (EB5/44) 

Administration and Finance (continuation) 

The DIREGTOR-GENEEÁL said with regard to the advisory service on 

administration given to governments at their request (mentioned on page 

296 of document EB5/44) that the Organization felt it had an obligation 

to provide such services on request and that it hoped to be able to do 

somthout taking on additional staff. 

Legal Office (page 298) 

In reply to Mr. Lindsay, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, Mr. SISGEL 

confirmed that the legal officer for quarantine was not included in that 

section. 

Office of Internal nudit (page 301) 

Mr. BRUNSKOG, External Auditor, said it was abnormal for the head 

of the Internal Audit section to be graded below the Finance Officer of 

the Organization and recommended the following redistribution of postingsa 

one Grade 17, one Grade 15 and only two Grade 13. 

'Mr . SIEGEL shared the view expressed by Mr. Brunskog. The classi-

fication of the position of the Chief of Internal Audit was among those 

under review at the present time. 

Mr. R0SEMÔ.N, adviser to Dr. Hyde, suggested that in view of the 

responsibilities assumed by the External Auditor and of the fact that he 

relied a good deal on the internal audit staff, the External Auditor 

might wish to express his opinion on the decision of the committee to 

keep the internal audit staff down to the 1949 figure, namely four. 

Mr. SIEGEL, in order to clarify the position for Mr. Brunskog, who 

had not been present at the previous discussion, said that there was at 

present a staff of four and that a serious problem would result from the 

committee1 s decision to "freeze" the staff at that level instead of 

adding two more as planned. It had also to be borne in mind that Mr. 

Brunskog's estimates of his external audit costs were based on an adequate 

internal audit； i f Mr. Brunskog was not satisfied of the adequacy of the 

internal audit he might consider it necessary to increase the work 



performed on the external audit and so augment its cost to as much as, 

if not more than, the cost of the two additional posts envisaged. 

Mr. BRUWSKOG emphasized the necessity for maintaining a 100《 audit.' 

The Organization was relatively new and the staff not fully experienced. 
« 

He strongly recommended no decrease in the staff of the internal audit. 

Adjplnistrative ManaRement and Personnel (page 304) 

Mr. SIEGE、 in reply to Mr. Hanson, adviser to Dr. Hyde, confirmed 

that the Personnel Section took care of the appointment of consultants, 

but not of members of expert committees• 

Mr. HANSON considered that that fact represented a veiy heavy 

additional load upon the Personnel Section. He felt that the number of 

staff provided for that section was the absolute minimum. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL mentioned the problem of the.-arge number of 

applications for posts that had to be dealt with daily. They were in 

fact running at something in the neighbourhood of 200 a week. That meant 

a g ° 0 d d e a l 0 f 0 v e r w o r k f o r t h e staff but it was not thought desirable to 

augment the staff as that work in time should ease o.ff. 

Mr. GRANT, Acting Director of Personnel and Administrative Management, 

stressed the enormous amount of work involved in arranging for temporal 

précis-writers and interpreters for expert committees. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in answer to Mr. Lindsay, alternate to Dr. 

Mackenzie， said that i f the number of letters received far exceeded those 

a n S W e r e d i t h a t W a S 1 а г ё е 1 У by the fact that so шалу applications 

for posts were accompanied by letters of reconmiendation that did not 

r e q U i r e a r e p l y ' M a n ^ o f 彻 s e 聰 e personal letters to шешЬегз of the 

Organization, copies of which found their way to the Personnel Section. 

M r ' S I E G E L W Í S h e d t 0 • 咖 the comndttee that there was no claim 

that the figures given on pages 306 _ 307 were accurate. In fact, the 

r e a l f l g U r S S W S r e — " e r a b l y larger, and the nguros given were based 

0 П W h a t l n f 0 m a t i 0 n " h a d P-^ible to develop during the short 

6 X i S t e n C e ° f t h e ‘ The staff was not yet accustomed to 

k e e P l n S r e C O r d S Permitting a m i appreciation of the workload but he 

hoped that time would remedy that situation. ； 



Mr, LINDSAY said he presumed that if the decision to cut the 

services would arrest the growth of staff, some reduction could be 

expected in the Recruitment Section of Personnel. 

Mr, SIEGEL agreed that in theory that was correct, However, in 

practice, a decrease in the volume of work did not bring with it a 

proportionate decrease in administrative staff. It would be remsmbered 

that a basic staff was always necessary irrespective of the level of 

operation and that it grew as the volume of work increased, but not 

proportionately. The Division of Administration and Finance was 

operating at a minimusi level. Unfortunately, through lack of 

experience, it was impossible to tell if any posts could be done away 

with in the future。 Proof of the disproportionate relation of admini-

strativo personnel to the movement in the volume of work was evidenced 

by the Technical Assistance recruitment envisaged‘ 

Dr. STA№AR asked whether, in view of the changes taking place in 

the internal structure, transfers of personnel had been made from 

Administration and Finance to other divisions. 

M.r% SlâGEL confirmed that 30 members of the Administration and 

Finance staff has been transferred from the central stenographic pool 

to other parts of the Organizationu 

Dr- STAMPAR suggested that that was not reflected in the estimates 

given on page 294. 

Mr. SISGEL stated that the money represented by these 30 persons 

was already included in the other departments. 

With reference to the Comparative Table of Employment (page 337), 

Mr. Siegol said that3 although totals would not in any way bo affected, 

an adjustment had to be made in the figures shown to give effect to the 

transfer of these 30 members of the staff to the other services and a 

revised table circulated. 
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Mr. ROSEM/Ш, although he was not sure whether the matter should 

be raised at that point or later when Technical Assistance was being 

considered, suggested for consideration the transfer of the AdMni-

stration and Finance cost of Technical Assistance from thie regular 

budget to the Technical Assistance part of the budget. 

Dr. van den BERG requested a full discussion as soon as possible 

of the impact of Technical Assistance on the whole budget. 

Mr. HáNSON inquired whether it would be appropriate to ask for 

an estimate of the additional costs arising 0助 0 f the new classification 

of salaries. 

Mr. SIEGEL stated that salaries had already been adjusted following 

the classification survey that had been made. Only those salaries 

dependent upon the revised organizational structure still had to be 

adjusted. 

Salary Schedule (page 339) 

Mr. ROSEMAN asked whether any particular pattern was being 

followed that gave rise to the fact that the number of posts in the odd-

numbered grades was larger than tho nuniber in the even-numbered grades, 

mentioning particularly the top grades. 

Mr, SIEGEL said that no effort had been made to establish any such 

pattern. The United Nations salary schedule had been followed, although 

in actual fact the classification consultants had concluded that that 

schedule contained more grades than was necessaiy for Ш 0 and had 

e l ^ n a t e d grades 8 and 10. It was considered tbat probably two more 

grades could be cut out, but nothing would be done till the result of 

the examination of the matter now being carried out by the United Nations 

W a S k n O W n ' 0 е п е г а 1 1 У peaking, grade 17 was used for chiefs of sections 
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and 18 for assistant directors of divisions and persons in charge of 

large field operations. 

Dr. STAMPAR recalled his request for a statement on the 

geographical distribution of personnel and hoped that the subject 

would be brought up for discussion in the Executive Board. 

Referring to the statement on comparative costs of personnel 

services as contained in document EB5/AF/6, he drew attention to the 

fact that the cost of personal services and allowances represented 

48萁 of the total 1949 estimates and that the collected income for 

that year was only $3,700,000, whereas the total budget estimates 

amounted to $4,284,320. The item for personal services and allowances 

was more than double for 1950 and although the total budget estimates 

for 1950 were $7,501,500 he did not believe that the contributions 

would amount to more than four to five million dollars. 

The СНАЛШШ said that perhaps the answer to Dr. Starapar's point 

would be found in the Director-General's report as given in EB5/AF/5. 

Mr. SIEGEL explained that while the figures in document EB5/AF/6 

were estimates taken from document EB5/44, document EB5/AF/5 

represented the present level of operations, 

Organizational Meetings 

Mr. LINDSAY, with reference to the Fourth Regular Session of the 

Health Assembly (page 5 9 , second paragraph), proposed that the 

committee, while e^ressing due recognition of the United States1 

invitation, should draw the attention of the Executive Board to the 
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additional expense incurred when meetings were h,old away from 

Geneva. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the invitation had also 

included the offer of certain services for the conference. 

In answer to a question by Dr. Staupar, Mr. SIEGEL said that 

when the holding of the Second Session of the Health Assembly in 

Rome had entailed an additional e^p ense of $2,420, the Italian 

Government had provided all roneographing. services, premises and 

the repair of those premises, and the transport of all staff from 

the Italian frontier to Rome. 

Mr, MELLS, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, asked whether the possible 

provision of services by the United States had been taken into 

account in calculating the cost of a session in Washington. 

Mr. SIEGEL replied that, in the absence of precise information, 

the Secretariat had assumed only that premises would be provided. 

Mr. ROSEMâN offered to examine the break-down of estimated 

costs with the Secretariat, with a view to ascertaining 他 ich services 

the host country might be able to provide. 



Mr, SIEGEL reminded the committee that the observations made were 

equally applicable to the session of the Executive Board which would 

immedia-:.-ely follow that of the Fourth Health Assembly (page 60, second 

paragraph), 

In reply to questions by Mr. Roseman and Mr. Hanson with regard to the 

meeting of the Regional Committee for the Americas, Mr. SIEGEL said that 

travel expenses of representatives from the various countries wcv.ld not be 

paid； the policy was to meet such expenses for an inaugural meeting, but 

not subsequently. The Executive Board, however, would wish to note the 

recommendations received from the Regional Committee for the Eastern 

Mediterranean that the Board should pay such expenses. 

As regards the meeting of the Regional Committee for the Americas；, the 

break-down was: 

dollars 

Personnel charges for temporary staff 400 

Travel expenses of Regional Office staff 8,740 

Transportation of documents 200 

Rental of premises 300 

Equipment 150 

Communications 100 

Various contractual services 200 

Supplies and material 250 

In reply to a question by Mr. Mells regarding the purchase of cars, 

Mr, Siegel said that the policy was to buy as few as possible. The cost of 

operation of vehicles used in the field was not included in the budget, it 

being assumed that such cost would be met by the government receiving the 

services. The necessity for purchasing cars was also considerably-

reduced by asking the government to provide local transport where possible. 

Mr. HANSON noted that in 1950 and 1951 fifteen additional expert 

committees would be meeting and asked whether, in view of the financial 

situation of the Organization, it might not be advisable to slow down the 



establishment of expert committees on subjects not among the priorities, 

such as the sub-committees on hospital statistics, cancer and housing, and 

the committee on health education^ 

Dra van den BERG supported that proposal. 

Decision: The committoe agreed to include among the general remarks 

in their report a recommendation to discourage the setting up of expert 

committees not dealing with priority subjects. 

Expanded Programing of Technical Assistance for Economic Development: 

General Discussion. 

Mr. LINDSAY suggested that, since the functions of the Organization 

with regard to the Technical Assistance Programme differed so greatly from 

those of the regular programme, it would be more appropriate to discuss 

the Technical Assistancé programme in the Executive Board, The committee 

should examine, only those aspects which had an effect on administrative 

organization and normal expenditure. 

He had prepared a resolution on the Technical Assistance .Programme for 

submission to the Executive Board, closely following that adopted by UNESCO. 

Dr. van den BERG did not share that opinion. To his mind the Technical 

Assistance Programme was closely bound up with the regular budget, and was 

a gift which, despite the excellence of the principle behind it , might 

prove embarrassing. It must be assured that the Organization was in a 

position to take on the extra work involved. 

The Technical Assistance Programme, while only affecting the Central 

Technical Services to a limited extent, would have considerable impact on 

the Advisory Services. Any distinction made in that department between 

what was the regular programme and what iwas Technical Assistance would be 

purely arbitrary. It might, however, be possible, in order to avoid 

over-loading the Organization, to postpone part of the regular programme 

I 
under Advisory Services from 1950 to 1951. 

Mr. ROSEMAN also thought that the discussion of the Technical Assistance 

Programme should be undertaken by the committee. It was essential that the 
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Technical Assistance Programme to be presented by the Organization should 

bear the stamp of approval of tiie Executive Board and the Health Assembly. 

The committee should discuss not so much its cost as the broader impli-

cations of the programme. 

Mr. SIÈGEL thought that the provision made by the Economic and Social 

Council with regard to integration of the Technical assistance Programme 

•with the normal work of the participating organizations was an argument in . 

favour of the committee's discussing Technical Assistance. He agreed with 

Mr. Roseman that the Organization's programme should have the force of the 

Health Assembly's approval behind It , 

Decisiont The committee decided to proceed with a detailed examination 

of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for Under-Developed 

Countries, 

Mr. ROSEMAN asked how far the Technical Assistance Programme now 

presented differed from that put forward by the Organization to the Eleventh 

Session of the Economic and Social Council. 

Mr, SIEGEL said that in general greater emphasis was being laid on 

economic development in industry and agriculture, with the result that 

certain of the Organization"s projects were being increased to a level 

beyond that discussed at the Second Health Assembly. That Assembly had 

provided that such parts of the supplemental programme should be carried 

out for which there were funds available and had given a list of priorities. 

Subjects not given priority had been discarded from the Technical Assistance 

programme5 they included increased epidemiological research, and additional 

printing of publications. 

Mr. LINDSAY expressed his approval, considering that projects discarded 

from the 1950 programme would hardly be suitable for inclusion in the 

Technical Assistance Programme, 

Mr. ROSEMAN again advocated the discussion of the Technical Assistance 

Programme as complete first year, not divided between 1950 and 1951. 

Mr. SIEGEL drew attention to Resolution 222.IX of the Economic and 



Social Council (reproduced on page 30 of EB5/44), paragraph 9 ( f ) , which 

read, 

"The amounts received by the participating organizations shall be 

available to them for the purpose of assuming obligations or commitments 

during the fiscal year in #iich these amounts are received,.but actual 

expenditures shall be allowed to extend over a period of not more than 

the two ensuing fiscal years." 

It had been assumed that "fiscal year" meant the normal fiscal year 

used by the international organizations, and further that "obligations and 

coimnitments" implied arrangements for operations, whereas "expenditures'»-

meant the actual payment for those operations. 

Paragraph 9(b) of the Resolution indicated the sums which would be 

available, and.it had been deduced from sub-paragraphs (i) and ( i i ) that the 

Organization would have at its disposal some $4,000,000 for 195Ó. I f it 

proved that the sum was only for the first full year, then projects proposed 

for 1951 would need to be scaled down. 

Mr. LINDSAY'S view had been that "obligations or commitments" meant 

promises to governments to perform services which might run over into 1950; 

the last limb of the sentence allowed programmes based on the first 

$4,000,000 to be extended to up to two years. 

Mr. ROSEMAN felt that the basic intention had been that financial 

programmes covering a given period need not necessarily be expended within 

that period, and that the Organization might commit itself to a programme 

which would take two years to carry out. 

He re-emphasized that it would be to advantage to discuss the programme 

pn the basis of a full year, particularly in view of the necessity for co-

ordinating it with that of other organizations. 

Mr. SIEGEL thought that the interpretation given to the terms 

"obligations" and "expenditures" was justified by the use of those terms 

. . . . . 

in the Financial Regulations, (Nos. 10 and 12), which followed closely the 



J United Nations Financial Regulations. The reference to "not more than 

two ensuing fiscal years" was somewhat puzzling, inasmuch as the paying of 

bills had no direct relationship to the period in vhich the obligations 

were incurred. He assumed that a termination date by which bills must be 

paid was meant. 

The undoubted confusion in the situation would not be cleared up until 

the Technical Assistance Conference met. 

In answer to a question by Mr. Roseman, Mr. SIEGEL said that the 

$12,500,000 were clearly for the full year5 the #4,200,000 expected in 

n 1 9 5 0 were to allow the initiation of certain parts of the programme. It 

was taken for granted, the latter would be a continuing programe. The 

Organization was in a position to carry it out, provided the funds were 

forthcoming. ' 

Advisory Services; Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance 

Environmental Sanitation 

Mr. ROSEMAN felt, with reference to the specific projects mentioned at 

the foot of page l62d, that it vrould be better to refer to general areas, 

avoiding what might be interpreted as a definite commitment, 

Mr. LINDSAY supported that view, particularly as the provision of 

services was dependent on requests from governments. 

- Mr. SIEGEL said that the Technical Assistance Board would review all 

projects to ensure co-ordination with o t h e r organizations. 

The specific examples had been given since it was difficult to discuss 

the existence of a definite need by using purely abstract terms. 

Organization of Public Health Services 
« • • 

一 Mr, ROSEMaN asked for an assurance that the body of personnel given in 

the estimates for the abovB division could be built up in the first year 

of Technical Assistance. 

The DIRSCïOR-GENERâL said that, with the budget at the $7,500,000 level, 

. the organizational staff would have been able to build up to a level 
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appropriate for the programme； it was difficult to say "what could be done 

with the budget at $6,000,000, It was known from experience, however, 

that with a fettmionths ' notice the Organization could get all the personnel 

it required. It was assumed that if the Technical Assistance Conference 

met in April, the Organization would ha^e six months in Tivhich to recruit 

staff. 

Nursing 

Following an observation by Mr.' Hanson that only short-term consultants 

seemed to be included under the nursing programme (page 171)， Dr. KLLER, 

Assistant Director, Organization of Public Health Services, said that the 

programme was co-ordinated with others in which there were full-time 

specialists, and that provision for nursing personnel inrould be found in tiie 

Technical Assistance programmes., of the other sections. Arrangements had 

also been made with UNICEF to bear the expenses of employing nursing 

personnel, especially in connexion with training programmes and assistance 

to nursing institutes. 

In reply tc a question by Mr. Roseman, Dr. BONNE, Director, Division of 

Communicable Diseases, said that there was continuous collaboration with 

the Food and Agriculture Organization. At a meeting the previous day with 

the Director of the Agricultural Division of that organization details of 

such collaboration had been discussed, including the suggestion of a joint 

letter to governments and closer contact at secretariat level. 

In that connexion Mr. SIEGEL drew attention to Resolution 222.IX of 

the Economic and Social Council, paragraph 3(g). 

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m. 
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1. EXâMINATION OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTHETES FOR,. 1951 (EB5/44) 

Administration and Finance (continuation) 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said with regard to the advisory servie on 

administration given to governments at their request (mentioned on page 

296 of document SB5/44) that the Organization felt it had an obligation 

to provide such services <-n request and that it hoped to be able to do 

sovithout taking on additional staff. 

Legal Office (page 298) 

In reply to Mr. Lindsay, alternate to Dr, Mackenzie, the SECRETARY 

confirmed that the legal officer for quarantine was not included in that 

section. 

Office of Internal ^udit (page 301) 

Mr. BRUNSKOG, External Auditor, .said it was abnormal for the head 

of the Internal Audit section to be graded below the Finance Officer of 

the Organization and recommended the following redistribution of postings? 

oue Grade 17^ one Grade 15 and only two Grade 13. 

Secretary, 

Mr. SIEGELj/shared the view expressed by Mr. Brunskog. The classi-

fication of the position of the Chief of Internal Audit was among those 

under review at the present time. 

Mr. ROSEMAN, adviser to Dr. Hydë. suggested that in view of the 

responsibilities assumed by the External Auditor and of the fact that he 

relied a good deal on the internal audit staff, the External Auditor 

might wish to express his opinion on the décision of the committee to 

keep the internal audit staff down to the 1949 figuro, namely four. 

The SECRF/LxIiY. in ordei to clarify the position for Mr. Brunskog, who 

had not been present at the previous discussion, said that there was at 

present a staff of four and that a serious problem would result from the 

committee1 s decision to "frsc-ze" the staff at that level instead of 

adding two more as planned. It had also to be borne in mind that Mr. 

Brunskog' 

s estimates of his external audi"t costs were based on an adequate 

internal audit; if Mr. Brunskog was not satisfied of the adequacy of the 

internal audit he might consider it necessary to increase the work 



performed on the external audit and so augment its cost to as much as, 

.e 
if. not more than, the cost of the two additional posts envisaged, 

Mr, BRUNSKOG enphasized the necessity for maintaining a 100艿 audit. 
« 

The Organization was relatively new and the staff not fully experienced» 

He strongly recommended no decrease in the staff of the internal audit. 

Administrative Management and Personnel (page 304) 

The SECRIÍT命Ï，in reply to Mr* Hanson, adviser to Dr. Hyde, confirmed 

that the Personnel Section took care of the appointment of consultants, 

but not of members of expert committees. 

Mr. HANSON considered that that fact represented a very heavy 

additional load upon thç Personnel Section• He felt that the number of 
• i 

staff provided for that section was the absolute minimum. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL mentioned the problem of the large number of 

applications for posts that had to be dealt with daily. They were in 

fact running at something in the neighbourhood of 200 a week. That meant 

a good deal of overwork for the staff but it was not thought desirable to 

augment the staff as that work in time should ease off. 

Mr. GRANT, Acting Director of Personnel and Administrative Management, 

stressed the enormous amount of work involved in arranging for temporary 

précis-writers and interpreters for expert committees. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in answer to Mr. Lindsay, alternate to Dr. 

Mackenzie, said that i f the number of letters received far exceeded those 

answered, that was largely explained by the fact that so many applications " 

for posts were accompanied by letters of recoimendation that did not 

require a reply. Many of those were personal letters to merabers of the 

Organization, copies of which found their way to the Personnel Section. 

The .SEORETABT wished to assure the committee that there was no claim 

that the figures given on pages 306 - 307 were accurate. In fact, the 

real figures were considerably larger, aid the figures given were based 

on what information it had been possible to develop during thi jhort 

existence of the Organization. The staff was not yet гссиг io^^d to ‘ 

keeping records permitting a full appreciation of the workload but he „ 

hoped that tima would remedy that situation. 



Mr. LINDSAY said he presumed that if the decision to cut the 

services would arrest the growth of staff, эоще. reduction could be 

expected in the Recruitment Section of Personnel. 

The SECRST/vRY agreed that in theory that was correct. However, in 

practice, a decrease in the volume of work did not bring with it a 

proportionate decrease in administrative staff. It would be remembered 

that a basic staff was always necessary irrespective of .the level of 

operation and that it grew as the volume of work increased, but not 

proportionately. The Division, of Administration and Finance was 

operating at a minimum level. . Unfortunately, through lack of 

experience, it was impossible to tell if any posts could be done away 

with in the future. Proof of the disproportionate -rslation of admini-

strativo personnel to the movement in the volume of work was evidenced 

by the Technical Assistance rocruitment envisaged; 

Dr. STAMPAR asked whether, in view of the changes taking place in 

the internal structure, transfers of personnel had been made from 

Administration and Finance to other divisions, , 

The SECRETARY confirmed that 30 members of. the Administration and 

Finance staff has been, transferred from the central stenographic pool 
> 1 • • 

to other parts of the Organization. 

Dr. STAIvxPAR suggested that that was not 'reflected in the estimates 

given on page 294. . , 

The SEOÎIjEPARY stated that the .money, represented by these 30 persons 

was already included in the other departments. 

With reference to the Comparative Table of Enployment (page 337), the 

Secretary said that, although totals would.not in any way bo affected, 
: • ：. . . . . . . • 

an açijustment had to be made in the figures shown to give effect to the 

transfer of these 30 members of the staff to the other services and a 

revised table circulated, 
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Mr, ROSEMáN, although he was not sure whether the matter should 

be raised at that point or later when Technical assistance was being 

considered, suggested for consideration the transfer of the. Admini-

stration and Finance cost of Technical Assistance from the regular 

budget to the Technical Assistance part of the budget. 

Dr. van den BERG, requested a full discussion as soon as possible 

of the impact of Technical Assistance on the whole budget. 

•Mr* HáNSON inquired whether it would be appropriate to ask for 

a n e s t i m a t e o f t h e additional costs arising out of the new classification 

of salaries. 

The SECRETARY stated that salaries had already been adjusted following 

the classification survey that had been made. Only those salaries 

dependent upon the revised organizational structure still had to be 

adjusted. 

Salary Schedule (page 339) 

- Mr- ROSEMâN asked whether any particular pattern was being 

followed that gave rise to the fact that the number of posts iñ the odd-

numbered grades was larger than the number in the even-numbered grades, 

mentioning particularly the top grades. 

T h S S B C R £ T i ' i R Y s a i d t h a t no effort had been made to establish any such 

pattern. The United Nations salary schedule had been followed, although 

in actual fact the classification consultants had concluded that that 

schedule contained more grades than was necessary for M O and had 

eliminated grades 8 and 10. It was considered tbat probably two more 

grades could be cut out, but nothing would be done till the result of 

the examination of the matter now being carried out by the United Nations 

W a S 0 е п е г а 1 1 У speaking, grade 17 was used for chiefs of sections 
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and 18 for assistant directors of divisions and persons in charge of 

large field operations. 

Dr. STAMPilR recalled, his request for a statement on the 

geographical distribution of personnel and hoped that the subject 

would be brought up for discussion in the Executive Board. 

Referring to the statement on comparative costs of personal -

and. allowances 

services/as contained in document EB5/AF/6j he drew attention to the 

fact that the cost of personal services and allowances represented 

48艿 of the total 1949 estimates and that the collected income for 

that year was only $3,700,000, uriiereas the total budget estimates 

amounted to $4,284,320. Tho item for personal services and allowances 

was more than double for 1950 and although the total budget estimates 

for 1950 were $7,501,500 he did not believe that the contributions 

would amount to more than four to five million dollars. 

The CHAIRMiiuN said that perhaps the answer to Dr. Stampar ' s point 

would be found in the Director-General's report as given in EB5/¿.F/5. 

The SECRETARY explained that while the figures in document EB5/AF/6 

were estimates taken from document EB5/44, document EB5/AF/5 

represen-bed the present level of operations. 

Organizational Meetings 

Mr. LINDSAY, with reference to the Fourth Regular Session of the 

Health Assembly (page 59； second paragraph), proposed that the 

committee, while ejçiressing due recognition of the United States1 

invitation, should draw the attention of the Executive Board to the 
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additional expense incurred when meetings were held away from 

Geneva. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the invitation had also 

included the offer of certain services for the c o n f e r e n c e . . 

In answer to a question by Dr. Stanpar^ the SECRETARY.said that 

when the holding of the Second Session of the Health Assembly in 

Rome had entailed an additional e^ense of $2,420，the Italian 

G ° V e r m i e n t h a d p r o v i d e d a 1 1 roneographing services, premses _ 

the repair of those premises, and the transport of all staff f r o m 

the Italian frontier to Rome. 

Mr. MSLI5, adviser to Dr. Macken.ie, asked whether the possible 

provision of. services by the United States had been taken into 

a C p 0 U n t i n C a l d u l a t i ^ 版 cost of a session in Washington. 

T h e ^ H E T A R I replied that, in the absence of precise i n f o ^ t i o n , 

the Secretariat had assumed only that premises would bo provided, 

fr. ROSEMâN offered to examine the breakdown of estimated 

C 0 S t S W i t h t h G S e C r e t a r i a t ^ 舰 & _ to ascertaining 池 i c h s e 树 c e s 

the host country might be able to provide. 
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The SECRETARY reminded the committee that the observations made were 

equally applicable to the session of the Executive Board which would 

immediately follow that of the Fourth Health Assembly (page 60, second 

paragraph 

In reply to questions by Mr. Roseman and Mr. Hanson with regard to the 

meeting of the Regional Committee for the Americas, thu Secretary said•that 

travel expenses of representatives from the various countries wculd not be 

paid; the policy was to meet such expenses for an inaugural meeting, but 

not subsequently, The Executive Board, however, would wish to note the 

recommendations received from the Regional Committee for the Eastern 

Mediterranean that the Board should pay such expenses. 

As regards the meeting of the Regional Committee for the Americas, the 

break-down was: 

dollars 

Personnel charges for temporary staff 400 

Travel expenses of Regional Office staff 8,740 

Transportation of documents 200 

Rental of premises 300 

Equipment 150 

Communications 100 

Various contractual services 200 

Supplies and material- 250 

In reply to a question by Mr» Melis regarding the purchase of cars, the 
» * 

Sccrctary- said that the policy was to buy as few as possible• The cost of 

operation of vehicles used in the field was not included in the budget, it 

being assumed that such cost would be met by the government receiving the 

services. The necessity for purchasing cars was also considerably 

reduced by asking the government to provide local transport where possible, 

Mr. EANSON noted that in 1950 and 1951 fifteen additional expert 

committees would be meeting and asked whether, in view of the financial 

situation of the Organization, it might not be advisable to slow down the 



establishment of expert committees on subjects not among the priorities, 

such as the sub-committees on hospital statistics, cancer and housing, and 

the committee on health education. 

Dr. van den BERG supported that proposal. 

Decision; The committee agreed to include among the general remarks 

in their report a recommendation to discourage the setting up of expert 

committees not dealing with priority subjects. 

E^anded Programme of Technical Assistance for Economic Development: 

General Discussion. 

Mr. LINDSAY suggested that, since the functions of the Organization 
. ' _ ' 

- • . • » •• 

with regard to the Technical Assistance Programme differed so greatly from 

with regard . 

those/to the regular programme, it would be more appropriate to discuss 

the Technical Assistance Programme in the Executive Bo.ard, The committee 

should examine only those aspects which had an effect on.administrative 

organization and normal expenditure. 

He had prepared a resolution on the Technical Assistance Programme for 

submission to the Executive Board, closely following that adopted by UNESCO. 

Dr. van den BERG did not share that opinion. To his mind the Technical 

Assistance Programme was closely bound up with the regular budget, and was 

a gift which, despite.the excellence of the principle behind it , might 

prove embarrassing. It must be assured that the Organization was in a 

position to take on the extra work involved, 

The Technical Assistance Programme, while only affecting the Central 

Technical Services to a limited extent, woiild have considerable impact on 

the Advisory Services, Any distinction made in that department between 

what was the regular programme and what "was Technical Assistance would be 

purely arbitrary» It might, however, be possible, in order to avoid 

over-loading the Organization, to postpone part of the regular programme 

under Advisory Services from 1950 to 1951. 

Mr. ROSEMàN also thought that the discussion of the Technical Assistance 

Programme should be undertaken by the committee. It was essential that the. 
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Technical Assistance Programme to be presented by the Organization should 

bear the stanp of approval of tiae Executive Board and the Health Assembly. 

The committee should discuss not so much its cost as the broader impli-

cations of the programme. 

The SECRETARY thought that the provision made by the Economic and Social 

Council with regard to integration of the Technical assistance Programme 

' ' V . 

•with t>he normal work of the participating organizations was an argument in 

favour of the committee's discussing Technical Assistance. He agreed vdth 

tor. Roseman that the Organization's programme should have the force of the 

Health Assembly's approval behind it . 

Decision? The committee decided to proceed with a detailed examination 

of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for Under-Developed 

Countries, 

Mr. ROSEMAN.asked how far the Technical Assistance Programme now 

presented differed from that put forward by the Organization to the Eleventh 

Session of the Economic and á^cial Council. 

The SECRETARY said that in general greater emphasis was being laid on . 

economic development in industry and agriculture, with the result that . 

certain of the Organization's projects were being increased to a level 

beyond that discussed at the Second Health Assembly. That Assembly had 

provided that such parts of the supplemental programme should be carried 

out for which there were funds available and had given a list of priorities. 

Subjects not given priority had been discarded from the Technical Assistance 

Programme; they included increased epidemiological research, and additional 

printing of publications. 

Mr. LINDSAY expressed his approval, considering that projects discarded 

from the 1950 programme would hardly be suitable for inclusion in the 

Technical Assistance Programme, 

Mr. ROSEMiN again advocated the discussion of.the Technical Assistance 

Programme as/§omp丄ete first year/no't divided between 1950 and 1951. 

The SECRETAR! drew attention to Resolution 222.IX of the Economic and 



Social Council (reproduced on page 30 of EB5/44), paragraph 9 ( f ) , which 

read i 

"The amounts received by the participating organizations shall be 

available to them for the purpose of assuming obligations or commitments 

during the fiscal year in vihich these amounts are received, but actual 

expenditures shall be allowed to extend over a period of not more than 

the two ensuing fiscal years," . 

It had been assumed that "fiscal year" meant the normal fiscal year 

u s e d Ь У the international organizations, and further that "obligations and 

commitments" implied arrangements for operations, -whereas "e^nditures 4 ' 

m _ t the actual payment for those operations. 

Paragraph 9(b) of the Resolution indicated the sums which would be 

available, and.it had been deduced from sub-paragraphs ( i ) and ( i i ) .that the 

Organization would have at its disposal some $4,000,000 for 1950. I f it 
/ 

proved that the sum was only for the first full year, then projects proposed 

for 1951 would need to be scaled down. 

Mr. LINDSAY'S view had been that "obligations or commitments" meant 

promises to governments to perform services which might run over into 1950； 

the last limb of the sentence allowed programmes based on the first 

$4,000,000 to be extended to up to two years. 

Mr. ROSEMAN felt that the basic intention had been that financial 

progranmes covering a given period need not necessarily be expended within 

that period, and that the Organization might commit itself to a programme 

which would take two years to carry out. 

Jie re-emphasized that it would be. to advantage to discuss the programme 

•pn the basis of. a full year, particularly in view of the necessity for co-

ordinating it witti that of other organizations. 

The SECRETA'RÏ thought that the interpretation given 'to the terms 

"obligations" and "expenditures" was justified by the use of those terms 

i.n the Financial Regulations, (Nos. 10. and 12), which followed closely the 
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United Nations Financial Regulations. The reference to "not more than 

two ensuing fiscal years" was somewhat puzzling, inasmuch as the paying of 

bills had no direct relationship to the period in vihich the obligations 

were incurred. He assumed that a termination date by which bills must be 

paid was meant. 

The undoubted confusion in the situation would not be cleared up until 

the Technical Assistance Conference met. 

In answer to a question by Mr. Roseman, the S e c r q t J W T： .办a t . the 

^12,500,000 were clearly for the full year； the $4,200,000 ejected in 

1950 were to allow the initiation of certain parts of the programme. It 

that ^ 
was taken for granted/the latter would be a continuing progransne. The 

• . * 

Organization was in a position to carry it out, provided the funds were 

forthcoming. 

Advisory Services: Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance 

Environmental- Sanitation 

Mr. ROSEMàN felt, with reference to the specific projects mentioned at 

ths foot of page l62d, that it would be better to refer to general areas, 

avoiding what might be interpreted as a definite commitment. 

Mr. LINDSAY supported that view, particularly as the provision of 

services was dependent on requests from governments. 
• • i • 

The SECRETARY said that the Technical Assistance Board would review all 

projects to ensure co-ordination with other organization^. 

The specific examples had been given since it was difficult to discuss 

the existence of a definite need by using purely abstract terms. 

Organization of Public Health Services 

Mr, ROSEMàN asked for an assurance that the body of personnel given in 

the estimates for the above division could be built up in the first year 

of Technical Assistance. ‘ 

The DiaECTOR-GENERiiL said that, with the budget at the $7,500,000 level, 

the organizational staff would have been able to build up to a level 
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appropriate for the programme; it was difficult, to say what could be done 

with the budget at $6,000,000, It -was known, from experience, however, 

that with a fè*months‘ notice the Organization could get all the personnel 

it required. It was assumed that i f the Technical Assistance Conference 

met in April, the Organization would have six months in •which to recruit 

staff. . 

Nursing 
‘ • • .• 

. • • > ‘ ‘ 

Following an observation by Mr. m.fT30N that only short-term consultants 

seemed to be included under the nursing programme (page 171) , Dr. MILLER, 

Assistant Director, Organization of Public Health Services^ said that the 

programme was co-ordinated with others in which there were full-time 

specialists, and that provision for nursing personnel would be found in the 

Technical Assistance programmes of the other sections. Arrangements had 

also been made with UNICEF to bear .the expenses of employing nursing 

personnel, especially in connexion with training programmes and assistance 

to nursing institutes. 

In reply tc a question by Mr. Roseman, Dr. BONNE, Director, Division of 

Communicable Diseases, said that there was continuous collaboration with 

the Food and Agriculture Organization. At a meeting the previous day -with 

the Director of the Agricultural Division of that organization details of 

such collaboration had been discussed, including the suggestion of a joint 

letter to scvernments and closer contact at secretariat level。 

In that connexion'theSECRETARY drew attention to Résolution 222.IX of 

the Economic and Social Council, paragraph 3(g) . 

The meeting rose at 12.35 p>m.. 


